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Chapter 1091 
“Then, go ahead.” 
Old Hagstorm’s expression seemed to say, ‘Do whatever you want. I won’t interfere‘. 
In reality, he was gaining the Insect Ruler’s trust. 
“Go.” The corners of the Insect Ruler’s lips raised as he instructed the servant, “Summon the Wolf 
King here.” 
“Yes!” 
Not long after, Andrius arrived, led by the servant. 
The Insect Ruler looked at him and said truthfully, “Andrius, your wife, Luna, is on her way to 
Immemoria Palace. She has already crossed the boundary at the west foothill of Mount Valdez. As 
long as you kill her, our past grievances will be wiped clean. From now on, I won’t harbor any 
suspicion toward you!” 
Although Andrius‘ expression did not change upon hearing this, a raging fire ignited in his heart. 
Once this anger erupted, it would surely be catastrophic! 
Just as Andrius was about to explode, Old Hagstorm, who was sitting across the Insect Ruler, 
suddenly nodded and sent him a look, signaling him to agree. 
Andrius had unconditional trust in Old Hagstorm. He knew that if the latter asked him to do 
something, everything must be part of a plan. There would be no mistakes. 
However, he still needed to act the part. 
Andrius‘ eyes flashed with a sharp cold light, appearing exceptionally terrifying. 
“Insect Ruler, the first time, you sent your subordinates to spy on me. 
“The second time, you used me to do your dirty work. 
“This is the third time. I hope that this will also be the last time. Otherwise, I won’t let you off easily!” 
After saying that, he picked up his spear and walked out of the hall. 
Although he did not explicitly say that he would harm Luna, his actions gave the Insect Ruler a clear 
answer. This outburst of anger was a deliberate act on Andrius‘ part. 
When he passed by the servant, he even grabbed the latter’s sword 
“Hahaha. “The Insect Ruler burst into laughter “As expected of the Wolf King, he’s indeed 
straightforward. I like it! I’ll be waiting for your good news here!” 
Andrius walked down the mountain with large strides without looking back, as if he had not 
 

heard him. 
On the mountain path, white mist covered the sky. Every step was accompanied by wind and 
snow 
Luna struggled through the blowing snow, making her way forward. Suddenly, she saw a figure 
standing in front of her path, towering and resolute 
Chapter 
It was none other than Andrius. 
“Hubby…” 
Luna’s face lit up, and she immediately quickened her pace to go to him. 
However… 
Swoosh! 
The next moment, Andrius suddenly threw a sword which landed in the snow in front of Lunal with a 
crisp sound. 



Then, he said, his voice filled with coldness, “Take it.” 
The statement was cold and unquestionable. 
Luna was stunned and asked, “What do you mean? I don’t use a sword. Why do you want me to 
take it?” 
“Take it and kill me.” 
The coldness in Andrius‘ voice surpassed the wind and snow covering the mountains. 
“Stop messing around…” Luna was bewildered and gazed affectionately at Andrius in the 
snowstorm. “Even if I die, I will never lay a hand on you. There’s no way I can point a sword at you in 
my entire life.” 
Luna spoke casually, but it reflected her inner feelings. 
Unexpectedly… 
“Since you’re not willing to kill me, then I’ll kill you!” 

 

Chapter 1092 
The next second, Andrius‘ shout echoed across the vast wilderness, colder and tenser than the chill 
accumulated for a thousand years on Mount Valdez. 
Swoosh! 
As soon as he spoke, he struck his palm out. His Martial God inner energy instantly poured out, 
blasting Luna away and making her crash heavily into the snow. 
“Hubby, you… 
Luna looked at Andrius in disbelief. Her clear eyes contained an expression of extreme shock, and 
she shook her head as she muttered to herself, “I–It can’t be. My husband wouldn’t lay a hand on 
me. You…. 
“My eyes must be playing tricks on me. You’re not my husband. Who are…..ugh- 
Before she could finish speaking, a cold sword pierced Luna’s chest. Pain flickered in her crystal–
clear eyes, but she still struggled to lift her head, wanting to see Andrius clearly. 
However, she could not. Even a Martial Emperor would die from being stabbed by Andrius. 
Her graceful figure fell in the snow in front of Andrius. 
Snowflakes fluttered, and blood sprayed. The warm and crimson blood contrasted with the pristine 
white snow, creating a vivid and shocking scene. 
The snowfall intensified. 
Soon, a thin layer covered Luna’s body. 
The wind grew stronger, howling and piercing cold. It was as if the wind itself was mourning and 
lamenting for her. 
“I’m sorry…” Andrius muttered under his breath, so soft that not even he could hear himself 
“As expected of the Wolf King!” 
A group of people appeared behind him. It was the servant and some others. 
“Let’s go Take Luna’s body back to Immemoria Palace.” 
In Immemoria Palace, the Insect Ruler looked at Luna’s corpse and gave Andrius a thumbs up 
“You’re truly a great man 
Then, he went up and checked her state 
Her breathing had stopped, and she had no polse 
The Insect Ruler wanted to check the wound on her chest, but when he saw Andruas‘ fiery eyes, he 
decided against it Lumia codd already bor proclaimed dead There was no need to desecrate tier 
corpse and provoke Andrius 
 

The Insect Ruler could not find any fack in Andrius‘ actions this time and said to gend generosity, 
“Andrius, I was too cautious before I apologize I hope you won’t take to heart Don’t ruin our 
cooperative relationship because of th 



Andrius did not fully accept the Insect Ruler’s goodwill and said expressionlessly, “You’ve always 
harbored suspicions about me. In fact, I have another way to dispel your doubts completely.” 
Andrius knew that he had to cooperate with Old Hagstorm’s plan. However, he was not a doormat. 
He immediately had an idea. 
The Insect Ruler narrowed his eyes with a smile with an indiscernible expression and asked, You’re 
now my best partner What idea do you have? Just tell me directly” 
Andrius pointed at Luna’s corpse and said calmly, “Send her to Valdez Village 
Upon hearing Andrius‘ words, the Insect Ruler stared at him intently, his eye twitching 
Old Hagstorm also looked at Andrius in shock, obviously surprised. 
That was truly ruthless! 
However, the more ruthless Andrius acted, the stronger the fury in his heart. When it truly erupted, 
there would be no room for recovery! 
“As long as the participants in the Ancient Martial Assembly see that I’m willing to kill even Luna, 
they’ll naturally think that I’ve fallen into demonic arts and lost all restraint. They will immediately 
stand against me,” Andrius spoke methodically and without emotion. He was cold and calm as if he 
was talking about something completely unrelated to himself 
“Hahaha…” The Insect Ruler burst into laughter, a genuine smile on his face. “Good, good! As 
expected of the Wolf King!” 

 

 

Chapter 1093 
“That way, the four great families, the Medicine Sect, and the other forces will focus their energy and 
hatred on you. This plan is a solid one! If it succeeds, you should take credit for it, Andrius!” 
The Insect Ruler spoke excitedly and reached out to pat Andrius‘ shoulder, looking particularly 
pleased. 
It was clear that Andrius‘ words had completely dispelled the Insect Ruler’s doubts and made him 
accept Andrius as one of his own. 
“Come, Andrius. Have a seat!” 
structions. Send this corpse to Valdez 
The Insect Ruler enthusiastically pulled Andrius‘ hand and sat him down. Then, he instructed his 
subordinate, “Go and immediately follow Andrius‘ Village.” 
“Yes, sir!” 
The subordinate immediately went to carry out the task. 
The Insect Ruler personally filled a cup of wine for Andrius and said eagerly, “Come, let’s raise a 
toast to our collaboration and success in this great endeavor!” 
“To our collaboration and success!” Old Hagstorm raised his cup first and subtly signaled to Andrius 
with his eyes. 
“To our collaboration and success.” 
 

Andrius also raised his cup and downed it all in one go. At that moment, when his head tilted back, 
one could see the clear and profound hatred in his eyes. 
After three rounds of toasts, the Insect Ruler became increasingly excited and fond of Andrius. He 
even started to reconsider things, wondering if he had gone too far from how suspicious he was of 
Andrius. 
After thinking about it, he decided to compensate Andrius. 
The Insect Ruler put down his cup and said with a smile, “Andrius, I heard that you entered the 
cordillera in Murrfield and searched for a lost temple to obtain my insect–controlling technique?” 
Although Andrius did not know what he meant, he calmly replied, “I have been there before.” 



“Hahaha…” The Insect Ruler laughed proudly and asked, “Andrius, how do you think my insect 
technique compares to the martial techniques in Florence?” 
Insect techniques and martial techniques! 
Andrius contemplated and then replied, “Insect techniques are mysterious and can kill without a 
trace. Martial techniques are robust and exude a heroic spirit. Both have their own merits. It’s hard to 
say which is superior.” 
In reality, the Hades‘ Axiom that Andrius cultivated combined both insect and martial techniques, 
allowing him to clearly sense the characteristics of both paths. 
Chapter 1093 
The Insect Ruler nodded in approval. “Although you have not cultivated insect techniques for long, 
the word ‘mysterious‘ is indeed enough to summarize the characteristics of the Murrfield insect 
technique. 
“Today, I’ll pass on a few techniques that you might not even find in that lost temple. Are you willing 
to learn them?” 
He looked at Andrius with eager eyes. He had no other intentions. Firstly, it was to compensate 
Andrius and prevent any rifts in their relationship. Secondly, it was to enhance Andrius‘ strength so 
that he could do more. 
Andrius suddenly smiled meaningfully. “Aren’t you afraid that I’ll use these techniques against you 
after you teach them to me?” 
He stared at the Insect Ruler as he spoke. 
The Insect Ruler was stunned, then burst into laughter and said in disdain and arrogance, You 
underestimate me too much, Andrius. Back in the day, I was unparalleled in the martial world. I dare 
to say that even your master, Old Hagstorm, would not be confident in defeating me.” 
Andrius could not help but feel shocked at those words. He knew Old Hagstorm’s strength and 
methods. If even he could not defeat the Insect Ruler… 
It indicated that the Insect Ruler was truly a formidable person. 
In order to completely eliminate him, their only chance was to have all the martial forces in the 
Ancient Martial Assembly work together and attack him. 
“In that case, thank you for your guidance.” Andrius nodded slightly. 
Having more skills would not hurt. 
Since the Insect Ruler wanted to teach him, he would learn them! 
Even if he could not use them against the Insect Ruler, understanding them would still be beneficial. 
In Sentinel Tower in Valdez Village. 
“Andrius actually managed to get a fighter jet in the middle of a battle. It seems he has been 
colluding with the authorities for a long time. If we want to deal with him, we have to deal with the 
authorities first.” 
The people were discussing how to deal with Andrius next. 
The one who had spoken was Norvin. His eyes were filled with triumph and coldness 
Now, the Medicine Sect Master had died, and the leaders of various major forces had also suffered 
losses. Meanwhile, the Swallow family remained unscathed, making them the biggest winners at the 
moment. 
Norvin was only one step away from becoming the Ancient Martial Alliance Chief! 
“Report 
” 
Just then, a servant from Sentinel Tower suddenly rushed in and bowed to Maisie “Miss, 
Andrius sent a gift outside the main hall.” 

 

 

Chapter 1094 



A gift? 
Maisie paused slightly, and the others were also puzzled. 
Why would Andrius send a gift at this point in time? 
What was he up to? 
Maisie said coldly, “Bring it in.” 
“Yes!” 
With her words, several servants immediately brought in a stretcher. 
The stretcher was rectangular and covered with a black veil. Judging by its curved shape, it seemed 
quite heavy. 
Whoosh… 
Maisie walked up and pulled the black veil aside. 
At that moment, Andrius‘ gift was revealed to everyone. It was a coffin! 
“Hiss-” 
“Andrius is too brazen. He’s truly going too far!” 
“That bastard. Does he think we’re helpless? When the forebearer arrives, he’ll surely suffer the 
consequences!” 
“That damned Andrius Moonshade. He’s too arrogant and conceited!” 
“Andrius…” 
In an instant, the people in the hall could not help but curse in anger. 
“There’s someone in the coffin!” 
 

Just then, a person spoke up. 
Everyone was stunned for a split second before gathering around the coffin, each of them being 
extremely cautious. 
Some had even drawn their weapons. 
“Open it!” Maisie ordered softly. 
Creak…. 
The servants immediately lifted the lid. 
Inside lay a delicate and gentle looking woman, pale and bloodless Her eyes were closed and her 
limbs were stiff. There were no signs of life at all. 
It was Luna 
Everyone in the hall exchanged glances. 
“She’s dead. She’s really dead.” Norvin approached forward to check her breath and frowned 
as he spoke. 
The hall immediately fell into a deathly silence. 
Luna… 
She was Andrius‘ wife! 
Judging by the wound on her chest, she had died from being pierced by a sword. Even if God. 
himself were to come down, he would not be able to save her. 
The wound was exactly the same as the ones on the Beholden Clan Master, the Sentinel Tower 
Master, and the Medicine Sect Master…. 
In other words, Luna was killed by Andrius‘ own hands. 
“That beast! He didn’t even spare his own wife. Andrius is truly a beast!” 
“How could Andrius commit such a heinous act? Is he not afraid of divine retribution?” 
“Andrius… He has lost all reason and emotion. He’s just a heartless killing machine now. He must 
die!” 
“Andrius is devoid of conscience. He’s insane and arrogant. Such a person who violates the 
principles of morality must not become the Alliance Chief! 
“Otherwise, Florence and the martial world will be in danger, and peace will be lost forever!” 
The people angrily cursed and discussed, reaching a unanimous decision on this matter. 



Maisie looked around and said coldly, “Everyone, please quickly urge the forebearers of your 
families to come and join forces to kill Andrius Moonshade, restoring peace to the ancient martial 
world!” 
“Exactly!” 
Norvin was the first to stand up and agree. Then, he contacted and urged the Swallows‘ forebearer, 
Duncan Swallow, to stand with him. 
Soon after, the Medicine Sect, ancient martial families, and various major forces also started urging 
their respective forebearers, hoping they would arrive as soon as possible to stabilize the situation. 

 

 

Chapter 1095 
“You must arrive at Valdez Village tomorrow and participate in the Ancient Martial Assembly the day 
after tomorrow. We will join forces and oppose the evil Andrius Moonshade!” 
“Forebearer, Andrius has turned into a demon. He’s heartless and unrighteous, indiscriminately 
killing the innocent. You must come to Valdez Village tomorrow and decisively suppress him!” 
“Forebearer…” 
As these suppressed and urgent voices echoed, the experts of the ancient martial world rushed over 
without stopping. 
In Immemoria Palace, Andrius was cultivating in his room. 
The Insect Ruler truly lived up to his title. He had reached the pinnacle of the art of insects. He used 
different paths for many similar insect techniques and even managed to reach the peak. He was 
indeed a genius in the art of insects. 
After receiving his teachings, Andrius‘ understanding became clearer, and he could not wait to start 
cultivating. 
“Hm?” 
Just then, a blood–red light flashed in Andrius‘ eyes. 
Suddenly, his whole person emitted a strange aura. Cruelty, desire, hatred, and all sorts of negative 
emotions surged into him. It felt like falling into deviation. 
Swoosh! 
Just as Andrius was about to be overwhelmed, a hand pressed on his shoulder. Pure yang inner 
energy flowed into his meridians, helping him resist the violent impact. 
It was Old Hagstorm. 
“Phew…” 
 

Andrius let out a long breath and slowly opened his eyes. His forehead was covered in a layer of 
cold sweat. 
“This insect technique…” Andrius remarked with lingering fear, “Although it can provide a significant 
increase in inner energy in a short time, it also amplifies negative emotions such as desire, anger, 
and hatred, leading one to fall into deviation.” 
He spoke from personal experience. 
Old Hagstorm snorted and said slowly, “The insect techniques of Murrfield are indeed exquisite and 
allow for a rapid increase in strength in a short time, but they’re also more prone to falling into 
deviation compared to the martial techniques of Florence 
“However, don’t worry I’ll teach you a cultivation technique called the ‘Soul Purifier, Spirit Cleanser 
It’s a technique that can purify the soul, clear the spirit, and dispel all lands of negative emotions.” 
1095 
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“It’ll ensure your soul remains untainted, so you don’t have to fear the risk of falling into deviation.” 



Soul Purifier, Spirit Cleanser? 
Andrius‘ eyes lit up. 
“Listen carefully, Andrius.” Old Hagstorm continued, “I’ll explain the essence of the technique to 
you.” 
After a three–minute explanation, Andrius grasped this profound technique. He immediately began 
experimenting, using it to dispel various internal demons. 
Ten minutes later, Andrius‘ restless heart had already calmed down, and he felt a sense of peace 
and composure as if he had achieved zen. There were no traces of any desires. 
Andrius asked calmly, “Master, what should be our next move?” 
Old Hagstorm looked at him and said faintly, “I know you’ve had many doubts and suspicions during 
this time. 
“Now, the preparations for my plan are complete. When the Ancient Martial Assembly starts, you can 
do whatever you want. Don’t worry about anything else. 
“I am your strongest backer and will handle everything for you.” 
Although Old Hagstorm’s words were not loud, they were full of vigor and gave Andrius an endless 
sense of confidence. 
“Okay!” Andrius readily agreed. 
He had been waiting for this day. Now, he could act without worries and vent all the restraints, 
misunderstandings, and resentment that had accumulated. 

 

 

 

 


